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We believe that interactive experiences in collaboration and 
knowledge sharing will foster workplace happiness and lead 
to richer work results. But how do you start having interactive 
experiences? It begins with love at first touch.

Almost all large format displays are similar in shape and size, like 
traditional TVs. Anyone who has been near, or grown up with TVs 
has learned that you must NOT touch them! Because of this existing 
presumption, the unique CTOUCHABLE™ design ethos is developed 
to invite people to touch the screen, so that engaging & collaborative 
working behaviour can follow.

From the coloured rugged rubber and soft-touch textile frame, to the 
touchable buttons and intuitive menu. It all works together to foster 
energising meetings and to bring innovation and teamwork to life! 

#CTOUCH’ UNIQUE 
CTOUCHABLE™ DESIGN: 
LOVE AT FIRST TOUCH
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CTOUCHABLE™ design is a product design system developed at 
CTOUCH that helps teams build high-quality touch experiences  
for large, interactive displays, as opposed to traditional  
‘not-allowed-to-touch’ TVs. That way, we stimulate engagement 
by design from three perspectives: 
 

1. From a far distance: 

This is achieved through rougher material textures, forms and 
colours. We call this rugged touch. These design features need to 
be bold enough to attract the attention of a user from across the 
room.

2. From an intimate distance: 

This is achieved through more fine material textures, forms and 
colours. We call this refined touch. These design features should be 
details that you would not normally see on a television type device 
and should inspire a user to raise their hand and make first contact.

#CTOUCHABLE™ DESIGN 

3. Into the digital space: 

Here it is about creating a relationship between the physical 
product and the digital interface, or by using expected rules for 
interaction. It also relies on removing options until the only one 
remaining is to touch the screen. We call this digital touch. 
 
Being the first

The CTOUCH Canvas, a touchscreen that meets the highest 
security standards in the market, is the first interactive display with 
CTOUCHABLE™ design. 

The most important Touchable rules are;

1. Use colours & touchable materials to attract first touch.

2.  Give unique, useful and usable rewards to users for exploring 
through touch.
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BEING THE FIRST

Attracting touch

The most noticeable part of the 
CTOUCH Canvas is its coloured 
rubber outer layer. The colourful 
rubber pulls you in from a distance, 
and a refined textile texture on the 
front of the screen makes you want 
to touch the screen edge. From 
here, touch-sensitive icons on the 
side of the screen introduce you 
to further touch experiences in the 
digital world.

Safe and durable

The vibrant rubber edge feels comfortable to lean against, adds 
padding for safety, softens impact damage, and hides scratches 
with its consistent colour.

The entire frame also gives the impression of a thinner screen and 
is made from hygienic, wipe-cleanable and long lasting materials.

Colours of collaboration

The rubber frame is available in three colours: regal orange, electric 
blue and midnight grey. Each colour has its own purpose. 
 

 • Regal Orange: orange is known to trigger 
conversation and excitement, whilst activating 
your brain. Orange is used in active meetings like 
brainstorms, workshops & pitches.

 • Electric Blue: blue communicates confidence, 
imagination, inspiration, and intelligence. Blue is 
used in reflective meetings like retrospectives & 
planning.

 • Midnight Grey: midnight grey is a timeless colour  
that lends from the strength & mystery of black.  
It is formal, balanced and sophisticated. Grey is 
used in formal meetings like board meetings & 
escalations.
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#DESIGNED 
FOR THE MODERN 
WORKPLACE

We foresee a shift in the way people will be working and learning. 
A future where people no longer sit all day to be productive, thanks 
in part to gatherings which are treated more as a collaboration 
opportunity instead of a meeting or showcase. Touchscreens with 
CTOUCHABLE™ design will be a powerful collaboration enhancer 
for modern hybrid workplaces.

Invisible Control

The remote control sensor 
is hidden beneath the 
textile upholstery. This 
allows for a clean, and 
seamless design with no 
special sensor windows. 
You only see what is 
touchable.

Don’t block the screen

All the touch sensitive 
control elements have 
been placed on the 
left, front-facing side 
of the screen. This 
way, anyone wanting 
to change settings can 
do so without blocking 
the screen with their 
body and disrupting the 
collaboration of other 
people at that moment. 
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WORKPLACE

Improved writing & hygiene

The CTOUCH Writer allows you to feel the same touch connection 
with the display, without touching it with your finger. This is 
valuable in hygiene focused environments because the display 
remains sterile even during ‘touch’. 

The CTOUCH Writer empowers 
you to write more accurately than 
your finger is capable and has 
two tips that allow for thick & thin 
pen use. It also has a larger, more 
solid metal body that improves 
handwriting and balances 
premium feel with comfort for 
longer writing sessions.  
Lastly, It magnetically clicks onto 
the front of the display for easy 
access, & uses an orange ring to 
keep it visible against the textile.

Eye-level camera’s

One of the main challenges of video calls with large displays is that 
you look down on people from the top of a display.

The CTOUCH Stage magnetically snaps onto either side of the 
display at any height to allow for a more personal meeting 
experience where you look at each other from eye-level.
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Business grade security

Canvas is the enterprise level interactive flat panel display. And with 
that comes a responsibility for business grade security.

No-OS is a streamlined overlay interface that makes access 
to all display functions intuitive. Below this overlay, you can 
use any interface that matches your needs; including the 
many BRIX solutions for white-boarding, screen-sharing and 
videoconferencing.

#DESIGNED 
FOR THE MODERN 
WORKPLACE

Pen-on-paper-like

Canvas uses the highest 
resolution touch display writing 
technology on the market with 
a wide viewing angle. The glass 
is bonded directly to the display 
and the processing power is 
lightning fast. All of this comes 
together in an experience that is 
as natural as writing on paper.

More info:

www.ctouch.eu/ctouchable

www.ctouch.eu/touchscreens/canvas
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Hi, we are CTOUCH

CTOUCH is an innovative and market leading interactive displays 
manufacturer, focusing on large format touch displays and 
interactive touch solutions. Thanks to our continuous innovation, 
we bring the power of touch and interactivity in any working 
environment and enhances effective group collaboration. Our vision 
is to foster happiness through extraordinary interactive experiences 
in collaboration and knowledge sharing. In every office, classroom, 
wherever there is a moment to work and learn with others, 
CTOUCH is always there. Supporting people to their full potential. 

We care about the environment and want our interactive 
touchscreens to be sustainable. We use the latest LED technology. 
Our screens come along with an Energy Star certificate and energy 
label A+. They can detect when nobody is in the room and mute 
accordingly, saving power up to 80%. All screens are manufactured 
according to ISO 9001 and 14001 standards. 

Get a fresh perspective on interactivity and experience how 
CTOUCH smart innovations are transforming businesses – today 
and in the future. For more information, please visit 
www.ctouch.eu or check out our social pages.  
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http://ctouch.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ctouch
https://www.facebook.com/CTOUCHThepowertoengage
https://twitter.com/CTOUCH_displays

